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As more industry companies pop up and move outside the major biopharma hubs, they are 
developing ways to overcome time and distance and to participate globally by linking with leading 
research centers, other companies, and Big Pharma.

R
velopment expertise. It was a matter of minding the business. 

“The other part of being a CEO of a listed company is all about 

investors, and that was an uphill learning curve for me because 

I’d never dealt with that aspect. Luckily, I had my executive 

chairman, Paul Hopper, who is highly experienced at capital, 

investment, and managing the shareholders. He mentored me 

because learning to handle those areas took a lot longer for me 

than understanding development of a compound.”

IMPLEMENT THE LEGACY
Finding the right compound to develop was an exercise pro-

pelled and shaped mainly by the company’s origins. Imugene 

began with Hopper’s introduction to Professor Ursula Wie-

dermann at the Medical University of Vienna in Austria, who 

was researching a new approach to B-cell immunotherapy. He 

was greatly impressed with the science and the potential he 

saw for its application in oncology. Hopper, a well-known Aus-

tralian “bio-entrepreneur,” had also chaired Viralytics, even-

tually sold to Merck & Co. for $500 million. He secured the 

license to Wiedermann’s B-cell technology and listed its de-

veloper Imugene on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) 

at the end of 2013.

With its science born in Europe and its founding in Australia, 

Imugene was global from the start. Soon it would begin to ex-

pand that presence by building a web of people, resources, and 

alliances that now spans across the equator and international 

dateline. Top management includes executives from numerous 

global biopharma companies and world-leading markets. Scien-

tific advisors hail from major research and treatment centers in 

elatively small Imugene in Australia has a big-league 

leadership team that includes world-class figures 

and scientists such as Professor Yuman Fong of the 

City of Hope, who heads its oncolytic-virus scien-

tific advisory board, and Genentech veteran Leslie 

Chong, managing director and CEO. Adding top-tier talent like 

this into its top management is a conscious strategy employed by 

Imugene to ensure the company’s effective participation in the 

global biopharma industry. 

Chong arrived at Imugene’s Sydney headquarters in Septem-

ber 2015 and immediately went to work. “You must have a real 

agenda from day one,” she says. “One of the things that drives 

me is this feeling of urgency — that things need to be done and 

I want things to be done.” She pored over all of the available 

data and talked to everyone on-site, but “not in a relaxed way 

as I would have at a Big Pharma or Big Biotech company. I just 

knew this little biotech company, where I had become the CEO, 

required me to learn everything about it from the start. And 

that’s actually paid off.”

As a clinical developer for the past 21 years, Chong’s prima-

ry focus was on developing a product. At the time, however, 

the question was still, “What is the product?” Any drug can-

didate would face certain questions: Is it scalable in terms of 

manufacturing? What sort of patients will the drug target in 

development? “Understanding the mechanism of action, the 

manufacturing, and how to put the drug into humans to see 

how it works so we can develop it effectively — those were my 

priorities,” says Chong.

Yet she also knew the CEO job would demand more than de-
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the United States, Europe, and the U.K. 

Imugene recently obtained its oncolytic (tumor-killing) virus, 

CF33, from the City of Hope in Duarte, CA, along with its acquisi-

tion of Australia-based Vaxinia. Fong invented CF33 and is head 

of surgery and research at City of Hope. Several key scientists 

now associated with Imugene are Viralytics vets who helped 

form Vaxinia after the Merck-Viralytics merger. One of those is 

Dr. Fong. Imugene also has enlisted a large manufacturing facili-

ty at the Center for Biomedicine & Genetics (CBG) located inside 

the City of Hope, for supplying Phase 1 and 2 clinical trials of its 

cancer vaccines. 

Why Australia? Some will still ask. The obvious first an-

swer is Hopper and his access to capital in that country. But 

Australia has another attraction; namely, the R&D rebate, in 

which the government gives back bio companies about 46 

percent of all money they spend on research and develop-

ment, including clinical trials. In Imugene’s case, the rebate 

even applies to Chong’s salary because of her chief responsi-

bility for the company’s R&D.

But Imugene needed to have a global presence because it 

was entering the extremely crowded area in immuno-oncol-

ogy. It was and is important for the company to distinguish 

itself in that field as reflected in the world-sourced science 

and technology it assembled in its products. “We have a lim-

ited amount of resources, so we have to design the smartest 

studies with the best experts in the field. We’ve hired or have 

consulting with us people who have developed oncolytic vi-

ruses before, and our scientific advisory board also consists of 

people focused on oncolytic viruses.”

Chong says the same rules apply to the company’s B-cell 

immunotherapy: “Because there’s nothing else like it out 

there, we make sure that we have people on board and con-

sulting with us who have done B-cell immunotherapy cancer 

vaccines before and understand them. A small company like 

ours has to be nimble; we have to make quick decisions, but 

we have to do so with the experts in the field.”

PUZZLING PHARMA
Business development often falls under the general heading 

of investment, and partnering is a form of investment, but 

in practical terms, dealing with large prospective partners 

presents its own set of challenges. Big companies tend to 

wave off small companies with products that fail to fit into 

the larger one’s “oncology strategy.” The smaller company 

must establish how its products fit into the larger company’s 

strategic puzzle.

“Pharmaceutical companies don’t know what they need 

sometimes until they see it,” says Chong. “That is why clin-

ical data is so important. Scientists are naturally curious 

about how the product works and how they can apply it in 

their puzzle, and that is what I focus on. I’ve also got to figure 

out my own puzzle before I can figure out how it fits into the 

bigger puzzle of a pharmaceutical company.” 

Chong emphasizes the added value of investigative clini-

cal trials — new knowledge. Greater insights into the effects 

of immunotherapy push aside old notions and foster new 

thinking. “We have learned much about pseudo-progression, 

when the tumor seems to expand initially after immunother-

apy,” she says. “You have to understand how immunothera-

pies liquefy and implode the tumor, making the tumor look 

quite large in scans. Now we know pseudo-progression is real 

because we understand what is happening within the tumor 

microenvironment, and as we understand it better, we have 

new tools to measure how well an immunotherapy works.”

A wider understanding brings more value into the equa-

tion. “First, you have data to show that you need to develop 

better tools to even know what you’re looking at, so you can 

understand exactly what’s happening. This is evolving. Inno-

vation isn’t just inventing something new, it’s making things 

better, safer, and faster; that’s where innovation is going,” 

Chong concludes, expressing a thought that applies every-

where in the modern world, and certainly within this glob-

al company, which is taking innovation to the whole world 

from down under. L

 The other part of being a CEO 
of a listed company is all about 
investors, and that was an uphill 
learning curve for me. 

L E S L I E  C H O N G  
managing director and CEO, Imugene
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